Students study millipede mating habits, other mysteries of rain forest during immersion trip

by Kevin Bersett

A group of mating millipedes set off a scramble the afternoon of November 29 just off a trail in a Costa Rican rain forest. A half-dozen Illinois State biology students dug through muddy leaves to gather the squirming arthropods for graduate student Kristin Duffield’s research project.

It was a messy job made messier by the millipedes defecating as they coiled in the students’ hands. But no harm, no foul. The millipedes don’t bite, and though they release cyanide when they coil in a defensive posture, it is not in an amount that harms humans, Distinguished Biology Professor Steven Juliano explained.

Duffield was collecting pairs of millipedes in order to study their mating habits.

“I’m interested in mate choice and natural selection,” she said.

Duffield and her 11 classmates in the School of Biological Sciences’ Rain Forest Ecology course had to complete research projects during their trip to La Selva Biological Station in northeastern Costa Rica. They arrived November 28 and presented their findings after they returned to Illinois State December 2.

Duffield was fortunate that there were so many millipedes. One of the challenges the students faced when doing their research projects was that they had to pick their project before they came to the unfamiliar tropical environment, Juliano said. The organisms that they planned to study were not as abundant as they had thought, which forced students to change their plans.

That had originally happened to Duffield and to junior biology major Sarah Kluk, both of whom had hoped to study golden silk orb-weaver spiders. Kluk had planned to look into the potential of females to eat their much smaller male counterparts and whether the amount of food a female had, put a potential mate in lesser or greater risk. Though Kluk found 12 orb-weaver webs in the forest, she could not find any mature females.

But finding the organisms is only part of the challenge.

Director’s message

The 2013–2014 academic year initiated some significant changes in the School of Biological Sciences, which we believe will provide students with more options to pursue and excel at their specific biological passions. Namely, students now have the option of focusing their studies on all of biology or a particular subdiscipline, e.g., molecular and cellular biology (MCB); zoology (zoo), plant biology (PB); conservation biology; physiology, neuroscience, and behavior (PNB); and biology teacher education (BTE). We have also used this restructuring to attract several new and talented professors to the school: Wolfgang Stein, PNB; Thomas Hammond, MCB; Rebekka Gougis, general education and BTE; Victoria Borowicz, PB; and Benjamin Sadd, zoo.

In addition to dynamic and modern classroom instruction, our faculty members engage students in the process of scientific discovery in their laboratories. Our school is a leader in providing research experiences for undergraduates, which make them extremely competitive for postbaccalaureate programs. Here are a few: Jennifer Parker ’04-Gatto lab, completed her M.D./Ph.D. at Stanford University and is a Fellow at Yale University; Katie Molohon ’09-Edwards lab, finishing her Ph.D. at the University of Illinois; Brad Johnson ’11-Larson lab, in medical school
at the University of Illinois; Amelia Gould '09 and Ashley Sawa '12-Bowden lab, in veterinary school at the University of Illinois; and Kevin Kocot '06-Juliano lab, received his Ph.D. from Auburn University.

The school is proud of all our graduates, and we would love to hear from you and reconnect. Please drop me an email or like us on Facebook, and let us know what you’re doing. Certainly if you are ever in the area, please stop in to the school and say hello.

Wishing you much success,

Craig Gatto
Director, School of Biological Sciences

Our faculty and graduate students fall 2013

Waiting game
By 9 a.m. November 30 Duffield and her millipedes were out of the forest and inside a darkened cabin as hot as a sauna. She was using a red-lit head lamp to inspect pairs of millipedes separated into individual plastic containers. She used the red light because the millipedes don’t see red; consequently, she saw them but they didn’t see her.

Duffield was investigating whether female millipedes prefer to mate with a male with whom they had previously mated or with a new mate. She suspected the latter because females can store sperm for a long time, which benefits their offspring if one of the previous mates is a dud.

“You can tell when a female has mated,” she said. “The male will just ride on her back for days.”

This practice, called guarding, allows the male to make sure the female uses his sperm to fertilize her eggs.

The going was slow that Saturday morning as Duffield waited for the millipedes to mate. This was new ground for Duffield, who normally studies the sexual selection of crickets as part of her Ph.D. studies, but she was prepared to wait it out.

“However long it takes,” she said. “I do a lot of mating trials. You have to be patient.”

Each student paid about $1,900 to go on the rain forest immersion trip. If you would like to support students who participate in future rain forest explorations, contact Stephanie Sellers, director of Development for the College of Arts and Sciences, at (309) 438-7725 or seselle@IllinoisState.edu; or Craig Gatto, director of the School of Biological Sciences, at (309) 438-3669 or cgallo@IllinoisState.edu.
An ecologist looks at mosquitoes

by Steven Juliano, Distinguished Professor of Biology

To an ecologist, any organism can embody multiple fascinating aspects of natural history, a legion of unanswered questions about its adaptations to its environments, the ebb and flow of its populations, and the effects it has on other organisms. How much more interesting is the ecology of a group of organisms when we consider those that have a huge impact on the lives and well-being of people?

Mosquitoes are a worldwide nuisance, carriers of major human and animal diseases that annually kill or sicken millions of people. Mosquitoes are also a diverse group of ecologically varied organisms whose ecology is of immense practical and intellectual interest. My graduate and undergraduate students of the School of Biological Sciences and I are pursuing two coordinated projects on how the ecology of the aquatic larvae of mosquitoes determines the abundances of the adults that we all know and despise. These projects attempt to test similar hypotheses in two very different environments with different ecological communities of mosquitoes: the Midwestern United States and Minas Gerais state, Brazil.

In Brazil and the Midwest many mosquitoes that transmit viruses to humans, such as dengue in Brazil and West Nile and La Crosse encephalitis in the U.S., develop as larvae in man-made containers ranging in size from small cups to large rain barrels. General theory of ecology of aquatic habitats suggests that habitat size, drying, and predation interact to influence success of aquatic species, such as the mosquitoes that are the focus of my research. Smaller habitats are predicted to be more prone to drying, to have few predators, and to have high densities of highly competitive mosquitoes that are easy prey for aquatic predators. In contrast larger habitats are predicted to be less prone to drying, to have greater numbers and types of predators, and to have lower densities of predator-resistant but weakly competitive mosquitoes. This project takes an experimental approach to investigating how these three aspects of the aquatic habitat determine production of adult vectors, and therefore influence risk of these viral diseases.

Containers at both sites are black plastic vessels of similar shape, filled about three-quarters full to produce water volumes of 0.035 liters, 0.350 liters, 3.5 liters, 35 liters, and 175 liters. In different years there will be additional manipulations of drying or of predation to test hypotheses about the independent effects of these factors on the mosquito community...

Continued on Page 4
and adult production. Because mosquito production from these man-made containers is a worldwide phenomenon, the research is relevant to questions concerning how best to target man-made containers to minimize production of specific vectors.

The work in the Midwest, at the Tyson Research Center of Washington University in St. Louis, is funded by a grant from the National Institutes of Health. The parallel work in Brazil is done in collaboration with investigators and students at Universidad Federal de Viçosa and Universidad Federal de Florianopolis, and is funded by a grant from the Brazilian government’s Science Without Borders Program, which has as its goal the fostering of greater scientific collaboration between scientists from Brazil and the United States. The Brazilian project will fund my visit to Brazil during my sabbatical in 2014–2015 and a visit to Illinois State University by a Brazilian graduate student.

Fish, mosquitoes, and microbial mutants
Students perform original research, prepare for careers

Jacob Birlingmair is a biological sciences major and chemistry minor from Normal. As a student at Illinois State, Birlingmair has participated in community volunteer opportunities, has belonged to the Biological Sciences Student Association, has been a Julia N. Visor Academic Center tutor, and has worked part time off campus. During the summer of 2012 Birlingmair worked as an intern at the Community Cancer Center in Normal. The internship allowed him to interact daily with medical and radiation oncologists as well as the clinical trial coordinator. Birlingmair was one of 14 seniors to receive the Robert G. Bone Scholarship, the highest honor Illinois State University confers on its students, during the 2013–2014 school year. He also received the University Club Scholarship this school year. Birlingmair will begin medical school in fall 2014.

Birlingmair began assisting a graduate student in the laboratory of Distinguished Professor R. K. Jayaswal during his junior year. The focus of their research has been the “Role of the Twin-Arginine Translocase Pathway in the Pathogenesis of Listeria Monocytogenes.” Birlingmair has participated in the construction of various mutant strains, the biochemical and genetic analysis of the mutants, as well as studied the effect of mutations on various aspects of listerial growth. During the project, he conducted the analysis of the constructed mutants, which was further confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique and gel electrophoresis.
Birlingmair takes great pride in his education from Illinois State University and attributes his success to the supportive and competent faculty members he has encountered as an undergraduate student. He looks forward to using the knowledge he has gained at the University as he pursues a career in medicine.

Senior Kris McIntire was the 2013 recipient of the Borst Scholarship and a two-time recipient of the Illinois State University Research and Sponsored Programs Undergraduate Research Fellowship. Her research is focused on mechanisms causing overcompensation in *Aedes* mosquito species, which are important vectors of human disease. In population ecology, overcompensation is the response to an external source of mortality, such as a predator, that results in increased production of adults due to reduction of population density. Overcompensation is explored through behavioral and environmental manipulation of the mosquito larvae. McIntire’s goal is to create a better understanding of the mechanisms regulating this phenomenon, which could prove important in targeting larval populations of mosquitoes (or other organisms) for control.

McIntire also works as an emergency veterinary technician, a rewarding position that allows for educational outreach through the canine blood bank and client interaction. When she is not busy torturing mosquitoes or nursing sick pets, McIntire can be found roughhousing or reading with her son, rock climbing, or trying out new baking recipes.

After his freshman-year biology courses and a summer shadowing dentists, Joe Powers, now a senior biology student, knew that he wanted to pursue a career in dentistry. During his years at Illinois State University, Powers has taken opportunities to enjoy his education while working with diverse populations and focusing on the importance of service.

With a priority on serving his community, Powers has planned and led mission trips, led organizations aimed at the integration of individuals with disabilities, and worked with children in foster care over his summers. Through this work, Powers has recognized underserved and indigent populations that are in need of improved oral health care, and it is his mission to be involved with that improvement.

Aside from his work with the community, Powers has found great enjoyment from his education at Illinois State. Being involved with research with Associate Professor David Rubin in molecular endocrinology has strengthened Powers’ educational experience. His thesis will be on the developmental origins of parathyroid hormone 2 receptor-B. To accomplish this, in situ hybridization on zebrafish embryos is performed using cRNA probes. Powers received the Summer Research Fellowship through the Honors Program, allowing him to spend the summer of 2013 in the lab.

Additionally this past year, Powers received the Robert G. Bone Scholarship. Next year, Powers will attend the University of Illinois at Chicago College of Dentistry and plans on eventually becoming a pediatric dentist.

Ramirez used awards from the Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research and the Medical Research Council of Canada to pursue postdoctoral research, and his return to Germany was funded by a Helmholtz Scholarship from the Germany Ministry of Science and Technology and a Heisenberg Scholarship from the German Science Foundation.

Ramirez has a general research interest in the neural control of rhythmic activity with particular emphasis on studying neural mechanisms involved in the generation of respiratory rhythms, neocortical activity, and epilepsy. His current work is focused on hypoxic effects on mammalian respiratory neural networks, where he studies the neuronal basis of a variety of brain functions to find novel ways to treat and cure neurological disorders in children, including pediatric epilepsy, Rett syndrome, brain tumors, and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). Ramirez’s laboratory is particularly interested in understanding developmental alterations of cellular properties involved in the response of the respiratory network to hypoxia. His work is supported by multiple National Institutes of Health (NIH) awards.

His website can be found at depts.washington.edu/chdd/iddrc/res_aff/ramirez.html and a list of publications can be found at goo.gl/8sEYt6.
Supporting the School of Biological Sciences
By Charles F. Thompson, professor emeritus

Alumni and other friends of the School of Biological Sciences have a long history of providing the critical financial support that makes it possible to create an environment in which students are challenged to develop to their full potential so that they can achieve their career and academic goals. The school and the Illinois State University Foundation have partnered to create a range of funds that support the diverse activities of students and faculty. These funds are grouped into three main categories: general funds; student and faculty research funds; and student scholarships, fellowships, and awards funds.

General funds provide much-needed support for a variety of activities and, because of their flexibility, allow the school to respond to those inevitable, unforeseen circumstances that arise each year. Student and faculty research funds support students involved in specific research and training programs that have been developed by school faculty. Student scholarships, fellowships, and awards funds support a myriad of targeted needs- and area-based awards, including scholarships for students in the teacher-education, pre-medicine, ecology and evolutionary biology, and neurosciences programs and areas. One such fund, the Robert D. Weigel Fund, was established by the Beta Lambda Chapter of the Phi Sigma Biological Honors Society to honor Weigel, upon his retirement in 1983. Since then, the fund has provided direct research funding to hundreds of the school’s students, and by 2010, because of annual contributions by the Beta Lambda chapter, the fund’s endowment had reached more than $250,000. Weigel passed away in 2010, and his will included a contribution that more than doubled that endowment, thereby ensuring that future students will always have access to the funds they need for learning science by doing science in collaboration with faculty and research group’s principal investigator. However, since students are typically working on individual projects as partial fulfillment of their degree requirements, most benefit from additional funding sources. In 2013 Phi Sigma funded 34 grants for biology students, totaling more than $24,000 in awards for the fiscal period. The financial granting opportunities that Phi Sigma provides target all Illinois State biology students who conduct research, both undergraduate and graduate students.

The first of these opportunities, the E. L. Mockford and C. F. Thompson Summer Research Fellowship, began in 1984 and currently awards up to three summer-stipend opportunities for graduate students (generally two M.S. students and one Ph.D. student). The fellowships are awarded on a competitive basis. The purpose of this fellowship is for students to be unencumbered by other responsibilities during a summer research period.

The R. D. Weigel Research Grants are awarded on a competitive basis for students enrolled in degree programs at Illinois State University who conduct biological research. These grants typically support more specific research needs of the applicant, rather than providing a source of income.

Phi Sigma supports the School of Biological Sciences as a partial sponsor of the school’s weekly seminar series. The 2013 seminar series brought another fantastic group of scientists to the University, their expertise extending across all subdisciplines of biology and other non-biology fields associated with their research. Seminar speakers included infectious disease ecologist Ben Sadd, one of the School of Biological Science’s newest faculty members. Welcome to Illinois State University, Ben!

One of the initiatives of this seminar series is to expose the community to research con-
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Report from the Biological Sciences Student Association

by Rachel Knight

The Biological Sciences Student Association (BSSA), which is open to all biology majors and minors, works to help members learn more about the field of biology, interact with other students who share common interests and a field of study, as well as help members get more involved on campus by either doing volunteer work or working in a research lab. BSSA also provides members with information that can help them find internships, volunteer work, and research opportunities on campus. At our meetings we invite professors from the School of Biological Sciences to present their research and to talk about their lab work. This is great for our members because this helps them to determine if they would like to work alongside these professors as well as making it easier for members to find a lab that interests them the most. Volunteer opportunities are provided to members at Advocate BroMenn Medical Center, animal shelters, and the Children’s Discovery Museum. BSSA also participates in the Expanding Your Horizons Conference each year. At the conference BSSA provides science-related displays for the children to increase their interest in biology.

BSSA members make cards for hospital patients for various occasions, like Valentine’s Day and Halloween. BSSA also participates in the Relay for Life fundraising event each year. We also encourage members to get to know each other by helping members to form study groups and go on field trips together. We have gone to Miller Park Zoo and the Normal Theater. The next big trip BSSA has planned is to go to a cadaver lab!
In fall 2013 two tenure-track faculty members joined the School of Biological Sciences:

**Victoria Borowicz**

The College of Arts and Sciences welcomes Victoria Borowicz as a new assistant professor in the School of Biological Sciences. This semester she is teaching a graduate course, Population Ecology. In fall 2014 she will teach Economic Botany. She holds a B.S. in science and environmental change-biology from the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, and an M.S. in zoology and a Ph.D. in ecology from Pennsylvania State University.

Borowicz has published more than 25 articles in numerous journals, including *Ecology*, *Oecologia*, and the *Journal of Sustainable Agriculture*. As an adjunct professor at Illinois State, she guided the research of four M.S. students. Her current research focuses on the effects of parasitic plants on prairie communities.

In her spare time, Borowicz plays French horn and enjoys kayaking and traveling with family.

**Ben M. Sadd**

The College of Arts and Sciences welcomes Ben M. Sadd as an assistant professor of infectious disease ecology in the School of Biological Sciences. This semester Sadd is teaching Ecology and will teach the graduate course Evolutionary Ecology of Infectious Disease in fall 2014. He graduated with honors and a M.Sc. in zoology from the University of Sheffield in the United Kingdom. Sadd received his Ph.D. from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH).

Sadd’s research focuses on the ecology and the evolution of host-parasite relationships, specifically in bumblebees and other insects; host immune defense evolution; and ecological immunology. In addition Sadd is interested in questions related to pollinator health. He has been published in *Current Biology*, the *Journal of Applied Ecology*, *Evolution*, and the *Proceedings of the Royal Society: Biological Sciences*, among others.

Sadd was a Junior Fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, Germany, having received a fellowship at a Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin (WIKO), presented by the European Society for Evolutionary Biology. After his time in Germany, Sadd worked as a senior researcher and assistant professor from 2011–2013 at the ETH Zurich in Switzerland.

Sadd is an avid naturalist having grown up in a rural area of the United Kingdom. In addition to a purely scientific perspective, Sadd enjoys capturing images of beauty and interactions in the natural world through his hobby of wildlife photography.
Changes in biology teacher education
by Cynthia Moore, associate professor

The School of Biological Sciences has a long-standing tradition in preparing students for teaching careers. The program has changed over the past decade, driven by our desire to provide the best possible training for future science teachers.

In 1998 I joined the department faculty as the director of biology teacher education. My previous experience as a liaison between St. Louis-area K-12 teachers and Washington University resources provided important insights into the unique challenges and rewards of being a science teacher.

In 2004 the program added a new teacher education advisor, a position filled by Elisa Palmer and, more recently, by Margaret Parker, both former high school biology teachers. We have also added another science education faculty member, Rebekka Darner Gougis, to the school. The number of students in our program has more than doubled since 2001 and now includes about one-quarter of all biology majors.

Our biology teacher education students complete a rigorous program that emphasizes laboratory-intensive biology course work as well as classroom experience. We have added specialized biology courses, including the Introduction to Teaching Science sophomore-level course and the hands-on Laboratory Methods in Teaching Science course that provides students with a chance to design and perform scientific experiments as well as practice the skills necessary to provide active learning experiences for their future students. Students gain classroom experience starting in their sophomore year and many also serve as undergraduate teaching assistants. Our graduates are now certified to teach all high school science courses—biology, physics, chemistry, and earth science—including Advanced Placement and honors biology.

Our students are in high demand in area schools, and we have nearly a 100 percent job placement rate before graduation. We are excited to continue our work with students and local schools to develop successful science teachers who will motivate their own students to learn and grow.

Students in teaching laboratory class

Dr. David W. Borst Memorial Scholarship Fund

The Dr. David W. Borst Jr. Memorial Fund was established in 2010 to provide scholarships for academically outstanding undergraduate students in the School of Biological Sciences who are pursuing research projects supervised by faculty in the School of Biological Sciences. These scholarships serve as a lasting memorial to the late David W. Borst Jr., a member of the faculty in Biological Sciences from 1985-2005, who was committed to training undergraduates in research in the biological sciences. His research in arthropod endocrinology involved many Illinois State University undergraduates, some of whom worked on marine crustacean endocrinology during summers at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and some of whom worked on collaborative research on endocrine control of grasshopper life history plasticity in his laboratory at Illinois State University.

The scholarship fund has grown rapidly since its inception in late-2010 through generous donations from faculty, Borst’s family, and former students, with matching funds from the School of Biological Sciences. The fund is now endowed, so that the Dr. David W. Borst Jr. Scholarship is an ongoing scholarship awarded to students in Biological Sciences. If you would like to make a donation to the Dr. David W. Borst Jr. Memorial Scholarship, you may do so at bio.IllinoisState.edu/Giving/Info/Borst.shtml, or contact Stephanie Sellers, director of Development for the College of Arts and Sciences, at (309) 438-7725 or seselle@IllinoisState.edu; or Craig Gatto, director of the School of Biological Sciences, at (309) 438-3669 or cgatto@IllinoisState.edu.
Kara Babrowski ’99
General biology
Economic officer, U.S. Department of State
As a Foreign Service Officer with the U.S. Department of State, I have served in Nairobi, Kenya; Karachi, Pakistan; and Abidjan, Ivory Coast. I obtained my M.A. and Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of Illinois at Chicago.

David Baker ’78
General biology
Retired
I worked for 34 years for the Illinois Department of Public Health in Peoria in the long-term care program. I was one of the supervisors of this program that does regulatory inspections of nursing homes, child and adult day care facilities, hospitals, and correctional facilities. I am enjoying my retirement in Morton with my wife, Janet, who is a retired high school librarian and teacher. My son David is in his second year at Illinois State University in the Mennonite College of Nursing.

Lisa M. (Sienknecht) Botts ’77
General biology
Associate, ALCO
I have been retired from the laboratory sciences since 1998. I had worked in various hospital labs, pharmaceutical labs, and a research lab at the University of Minnesota. I now live the quiet life in a rural area in northern Minnesota, in a country home on wooded acreage. I am surrounded by nature and I love every minute of it!

Rita A. Brenden, M.S. ’80, Ph.D. ’84
Biological sciences
Section chief for clinical and environmental bacterial diseases, California Public Health Department
I participate in ham radio public service activities in the East Bay and Marin County, do container gardening, and enjoy flat walks along Bay Area trails. I’m looking forward to setting a retirement date so I can visit friends outside California more.

Darrell Cooper ’84
General biology
Oncology pharmacist, San Antonio Military Medical Center
I received my Doctor of Pharmacy degree from the University of Illinois at Chicago in 1989. I enjoy traveling with my partner of 23 years. My main hobby is photography.

Dr. Courtney E. (Russell) De Jesso ’01
General biology
Physician-Neonatology Fellow, MedStar Georgetown University Hospital
I proudly served in the U.S. Navy for six years. I am married to Marine husband Mike, and we have three children: James (4), Lucas (3), and Victoria (infant).

Carol (Fredenrich) Dodge ’87
General biology
Molecular pathology manager, University of Illinois Hospital
We are very excited that our oldest daughter is a freshman majoring in biology at Illinois state University! We had a lot of fun going to the Homecoming Parade and game this year. We especially enjoyed taking the family to see Young Frankenstein at the Normal Theater on Family Weekend—very cool!

Dr. Christine Dunham ’86
General biology
Dentist
I have a general dentistry office in Joliet. I love my job and enjoy traveling, singing in Sweet Adeline’s barbershop chorus, golfing, and spending time with family.

Julie Elzanati, M.S. ’02
Conservation biology
Dean of continuing education, Heartland Community College
Julie was the assistant director at the Ecology Action Center from 2003–2006. In 2008 Julie helped Heartland Community College establish the Illinois Green Economy Network (IGEN) and served as the IGEN executive director from 2011–2013. IGEN is a consortium of all Illinois community colleges working together to implement sustainable economic practices and advance green economic development across the state. Currently, Julie serves on the board of directors for the Parklands Foundation.

Dr. Shaun Fauley ’00
General biology
Veterinarian and founding owner, Care Animal Clinic in Naperville
Illinois State University really taught me to appreciate biology and planted the seed for a career in veterinary medicine. After graduation I went to the University of Illinois’ vet school and graduated with a D.V.M. degree in 1988. I started Care Animal Clinic in 1996 and all has been well since then. If I had it to do all over again, I would still make the same choice.

Sally (Hargis) Fedrigon ’90
General biology
I am currently a stay-at-home mom. I have worked in a diagnostic microbiology lab for veterinary medicine and have taught high school biology and chemistry.

Mark Finke, Ph.D. ’84
Behavior, ecology, evolution, and systematics
Senior project manager, Central New York Technology Development Organization
I relish the time I am able to spend at my camp in the Adirondacks on Lake George.

Patti (Pienta) Hoffert ’89
Teacher education
High school biology, anatomy, and physiology teacher, Metea Valley High School
Patti lives with her husband, son, and daughter in Aurora. She is a Key Club advisor and band booster parent.

Brian Horn ’02
General biology
Patient care coordinator for 1V patients, Orsini Healthcare
I’m happily married to my wife, Lauren (Cottingham) Horn, and the proud stepdad of Zachary Cottingham.

Stephen Idowu ’08
General biology
Consultant/application architect, U.S. Department of the Interior in Denver, contracted through Accenture Federal Services
I went on to receive an M.B.A. from University of Illinois in May 2012. I enjoy going to different mountains in Colorado and spending time with my family.

Dr. Sarah Janssen ’91
General biology
Physician, The Permanente Medical Group
Janssen lives in San Francisco with her family and enjoys taking long walks on the beach, collecting sand dollars. She serves on the board of San Francisco Bay Area Physicians for Social Responsibility.

Dianne M. Jedlicka, M.S. ’84
Zoology
Liberal sciences biologist and biology professor, School of the Art Institute of Chicago
I have worked for various universities as well as The Field Museum. I developed numerous biology, chemistry, and physics courses for DeVry University (online with virtual labs and blended). I still love the eastern chipmunks that I researched for my master’s at Illinois State University and have continued working on them at the community level, including predator risk evaluations.

James A. Marsh ’69
General biology
Professor emeritus of immunology, Cornell University
I was on the faculty of Cornell for 28 years, first for 14 years in the college of agriculture and life sciences, then for 14 years in the college of veterinary medicine. I taught immunology and researched avian immunology throughout that time. After completion of my B.S. from Illinois State, I taught high school biology for five years while completing my M.S. in biology from Northeastern Illinois University. I returned to graduate school at Northwestern University and completed my Ph.D. in biology.

Our alumni: Where have you been and where are you now?

This fall we sent out a survey requesting information. We received more than 300 responses! We have printed the responses that contained a bit more news. Once we have an interactive online version of this newsletter, all of the responses will be listed. This will be an annual newsletter, so watch for our call for alumni news in your inbox.
Sheila McCormick ’73
General biology
Principal investigator and adjunct professor, Plant Gene Expression Center of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and University of California-Berkeley.

My research focuses on pollen molecular biology, mostly in the model plant Arabidopsis. I teach grant writing at the University of California-Berkeley. I have seven chickens in my backyard.

Julie (Fehrenbacher) McCoy ’04, M.S. ’06
General biology
School nutrition director, Bloomington School District 87

After completion of my B.S. in biology, I went on to earn my master’s degree in family and consumer sciences at Illinois State in the nutrition sequence. I completed a dietetic internship at the Veteran Affairs San Diego Healthcare System in La Jolla, California. I passed the registered dietitian exam and became a licensed dietitian in Illinois. I worked for three years at Methodist Medical Center in Peoria, where I worked with pediatric and women inpatients and general outpatient dietary counseling, and assisted in the weight loss and surgery center and with many other wellness initiatives. I then took the position at District 87 as the school nutrition director and I love it. I get to work with the food service staff on healthy meals for our students and the entire district on wellness initiatives! It is great to be a permanent resident of Bloomington-Normal!

Jim Wingfield, M.S. ’76
Physiology, neuroscience, and behavior
Microbiology laboratory technician, city of Decatur Illinois South Water Treatment Plant

I enjoyed teaching human anatomy, cellular physiology, and chemistry from 1976-1988 while employed as an instructor at Decatur Memorial Hospital’s school for nurse anesthetists. I have been working in public water supply for the past 25 years doing biological and chemical research to maintain water quality.

Dennis Oakland, M.S. ’82
General biology
Retired

I am a grandpa to three fantastic grandchildren. I retired after 38 years of teaching science for Prairie Central Junior High School.

Joe O’Shea ’80
General biology
Anatomy and physics teacher, Evanston Township High School

I am married to Laura (Krass) with four children. The youngest is currently at Illinois State University!

Laura (Krass) O’Shea ’80
Teacher education
Retired

I volunteer in the pediatric department at Lutheran General Hospital several days a week. I am enjoying being retired and being able to spend time with family and friends.

Sherryl (Renken) Rockway ’71
General biology
Retired

I am retired after teaching high school sciences, including biology, in the Aurora and Naperville area. I supervise science and math intern teachers for Benedictine University part time.

Susan Taylor, M.S. ’77, M.S. ’88
General biology
Retired

My degrees in biology served me well as I changed to related careers that continued to build on the excellent foundation in biology I received from Illinois State University. I obtained a second M.S. in counseling and became a nationally certified registered dietitian. My work experience ranged from a highly regarded Florida spa to an internship in the genetic metabolic unit of the department of pediatrics at the University of Miami. Also in Florida, I counseled elementary students and worked in the inner city. I returned to Illinois to collect state retirement years by counseling in middle schools and a high school. I continue my education while retired and work with the city of Champaign on a citizens committee to reduce flood water. There are so many things to do and so many ways to get involved in helping others in Champaign; I feel booked up for the rest of my natural life!
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Preferred phone number (______)_______ ☐ mobile ☐ home

FURTHER GIVING INFORMATION

___ I (and/or my spouse/partner) work for a matching gift company:
   ________________________________________________________________.

___ I would like more information on including Illinois State University in
   my estate plans.
___ I have already included the University in my estate plans.
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Please mail this form to the Illinois State University Foundation, Campus Box 8000, Normal, IL 61790-8000.

This document is available in alternative formats upon request by contacting the School of Biological Sciences at (309) 438-3669.
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